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Categorisation of expenditure

 Objective: ensure reliable and comparable monitoring 

data

 Used for: reporting, policy analysis, evaluation

 Calculation of contribution to climate change objectives 

and environmental objectives

 Not an accounting system

 2014-2020: defined in an Implementing Act

 2021-2027: Annex I of CPR



2014-2020 dimensions 2021-2027 dimensions

Intervention field Intervention field 

Form of finance Form of finance

Territorial dimension Territorial delivery mechanism and territorial 

focusTerritorial delivery mechanism

Thematic objective -

ESF secondary theme ESF secondary theme

Economic  activity Economic  activity

Location Location

Macro-regional and sea basin strategies

Dimensions



Reporting

 In OP: indicative breakdown of the programme resources

 During implementation: bi-monthly reporting of financial 

data on operations selected and expenditure declared by 

beneficiaries

 Categorisation data reported under each priority axis by 

specific objective to ensure transparency (similarly to 

reporting by TO in 2014-2020)

 Availability of monitoring data by specific objective is 

fundamental



Intervention field dimension

 Grouped by policy objective for presentation purposes –

all intervention fields may be used under all policy 

objectives

 Fields marginally used were eliminated or merged

 Fields were split and new fields were added to capture 

major investment areas better

 Wording was adjusted to reflect the scope of the specific 

objectives

 Climate tracking weights were adjusted

 Environment tracking weights were added





Territorial delivery mechanism and 

territorial focus dimension

 Combination of two dimensions from the 2014-2020 

categorisation system

 OPs must set out the specific territories targeted 

(Territorial dimension) and the planned use of integrated 

territorial instruments (Territorial delivery mechanism 

dimension)

 Territorial delivery mechanism: covers the instruments 

mentioned by the CPR (ITI, CLLD, other national 

territorial tool)

 Territorial focus: does not follow strictly statistical 

definitions but leaves definition to MS




